[Identification of methylation related genes from laser capture microdissected colon samples during investigation of adenoma-carcinoma sequence].
Changes of the DNA methylation pattern are proven to be an important process during tumorigenesis. This event can occur in several manners in the tumor microenvironment and there are still not any effective and high-throughput methods for genome-wide analysis of this phenomenon. Our aim was to identify colorectal cancer development and progression specific marker genes regulated by DNA methylation using gene expression analysis. In this study we present a gene expression-based method combined with a cell culture model, which can be used for a genome-wide analysis of the methylation events during the colorectal tumorigenesis. Genes, which expression increased after the demethylation were determined in HT-29 colon adenocarcinoma cells treated with 10 microM 5-aza-2'-deoxycitidine. In parallel, 5000 epithelial cells were collected with laser microdissection (LCM) from normal, adenoma and tumorous colonic samples. The genes with gradually decreasing expression along the adenoma-carcinoma sequence were identified. By comparing the two groups, the transcripts, which are supposed to be regulated by methylation, could be determined. Finally, the identified gene set was validated on independent samples using RT-PCR. The regulation of the identified genes showing decreased expression during the adenoma-carcinoma sequence, can be associated with DNA methylation. On the basis of our results, the set of genes including tumorsuppressors can be determined genome-widely, which can be key factors in the formation and the prognosis of the disease. The identified genes showing colorectal cancer specific methylation pattern can be potential therapeutic targets in the future.